EMAIL TO ALL CURRENT FELLOWS MARCH 11, 2020

Dear Fellows,

We hope you are having a great week so far!

We just want to assure you that we are continuing to monitor COVID-19/coronavirus updates from all previously mentioned sources and that we are still confident at this time in your safety to remain in your fellowship placements and continue to carry out the important work you do in your communities. Coronavirus case numbers in Latin America remain very low and are still concentrated among groups that have recently traveled to outbreak hotspots.

Though Princeton University and several other higher education institutions in the U.S. have decided to temporarily move to online class formats, Princeton and most other universities have NOT canceled currently active study abroad programs or asked students to return to the U.S. (with the exception of programs in countries with CDC Level 3 Alerts: China, Italy, Iran, and South Korea). We will continue to check in with Princeton, our peers at Princeton in Asia and Princeton in Africa, and other fellowship programs to stay apprised of updates and share information.

Please continue to stay informed, help others to stay informed, and stay healthy.

All our best,

The PiLA Team

Princeton in Latin America (PiLA)
Louis A. Simpson International Building
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544
www.pila-princeton.org